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T1V Launches T1V Hub: a low-cost, high-performance wireless
screen sharing device that can be paired with any display
T1V introduces T1V Hub (‘Hub’) to its collaboration family of products. The Hub is a low-cost,
high-performance wireless screen sharing device that leverages the T1V AirConnect mobile
application to connect, share, and wirelessly collaborate on any display.
T1V launches T1V Hub (‘Hub’) — a low-cost, high-performance wireless screen sharing device to round
out its family of collaboration products available to enterprise and education customers. The Hub
leverages T1V’s AirConnect mobile app - a free download available to all Hub users - to enable meeting
participants to connect and share content from their desktop and mobile devices.
The Hub supports up to four wireless devices at a time, including Android, iOS, Linux, macOS, and
Windows devices. Participants can connect from any network in the world, all they need is the AirConnect
credentials located in the upper right corner of the Hub display. The Hub is compatible with all non-touch
displays.
“After years of working with organizations across all of their different use cases, we understand there are
meetings where all you’re going to do is share a device screen — we want to be the platform that you’re
doing that with,” says Adam Loritsch, T1V EVP of Sales and Marketing. He continues, “We’re offering the
Hub as a low-cost, high-performance offering on our collaboration platform, so you only have to educate
your users on ONE application to connect to our full family of products.”
T1V Hub joins T1V’s flagship collaboration solution, ThinkHub, along with the recently introduced HubVC
collaboration board, as a third option when designing meeting rooms for team collaboration. ThinkHub
collaboration is intended for full-scale, multimedia collaboration that utilizes a large digital Canvas and
hosts unlimited content and connected devices. HubVC is intended to tackle the needs of small meeting
rooms and huddle spaces, and offers the three most essential requirements for any meeting: wireless
screen sharing, whiteboarding, and video conferencing. And finally, the Hub is the simplest, most
affordable solution on T1V’s collaboration platform - which supports wireless screen sharing for up to four
participants.
Together, these solutions are united under T1V’s AirConnect mobile app - which is free to all users, and
provides a seamless, cohesive experience as users transition across the full family of products. So no
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matter which room you walk into - whether it's a ThinkHub, HubVC, or Hub device, the participant will use
the same T1V AirConnect application to connect to all of these solutions.
The T1V Hub is available at a starting price point of $799 MSRP, and can pair with any display. Contact
your T1V sales representative at sales@t1v.com, or learn more at t1v.com/hub.
About T1V
T1V is a visual collaboration company specializing in multitouch, multiuser software for enterprise and
education markets. The company’s collaboration platform includes ThinkHub® multitouch collaboration for
global teams, HubVC™ BYOD whiteboarding and video conferencing, Hub™ wireless screen sharing,
and AirConnect™ mobile app - all working cohesively to support a seamless, intuitive user experience for
both in-room and remote participants.
T1V’s suite of collaboration software represents total meeting room solutions that replace much of the
hardware we equate meeting room technology with today.
T1V ThinkHub Connect™ active learning technology is designed to support a variety of teaching and
learning styles, from traditional lecture to team problem solving and group-based work. The solution also
supports collaboration amongst students located at off-site locations and allows easy content sharing
between remote locations.
All T1V solutions are Built for BYOD™ (bring your own device) to support the many devices, programs,
and platforms of today’s meeting and learning environments. T1V is a leading innovator in large-scale,
interactive software technology, with seven issued patents in collaboration and active learning software.
To learn more visit t1v.com.
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